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INTRODUCTION 
The ~luorescence o~ uranium ~inds its greatest app li-
c a tion in the so-called "bead test" \'lhich is a method of 
qualit ative analysis. In the form of' a bead, the ura nium 
is in solid solution, and if' the proper chemical solvent 
is us ed, the bead v1ill fluoresce under ultraviolet radia-
tion. 
1 
In the systematic separation of the metallic elements, 
uranium is associated with the aluminum ~roup in that it is 
not precipitated by hydrogen sulfide in 0.3 N H ion but is 
precipit a ted by annnonium hydrox ide and ammonium sulfide. 
In the analytical scheme, uranium a cts like beryllium. 
This process of detection is sometimes tedious and is not 
necessary if' one resorts to the bead test. 
The bead test eliminates the "wet" methods of' qualita-
tive analysis which involves many precipitations and cri-
tical concentra tions of' various cherrdcals. The only b a sic 
materials needed are a burner, solvent compound, a nichrome 
wire, and a source of' ultraviolet light. 
The experimental section o~ this paper is an a ttempt 
to find the ef'f'ect o~ different solvents when ~used v;ith 
urru~ium, the use o~ cerima, tungs ten and colurabium as acti-
vators, and possible inter~erence of the tests by other 
elements. Also a problem of great i mportance is the e~fect 
of' both long a nd short vmvelength ultraviolet radiatitm. 
The theoretical section de a ls with an analytical 
interpretation of two equations expressing the intensity 
of' fluorescence as a function of concentration. 
2 
REVIEW OF LITERP .. TURE 
The possibility or a ~luorescent b ead t es t ~or ura nium 
had its origin in the vrork of' Nichols and S l Attery. ( 1 } A t:ew 
solvents 'Here tried with uranium as the activa tor, but no 
mention v;as made of' using the solid solution as a meth od of 
qua litative analysis t:or uranium. One ot: the most important 
results ot: the exp erimentation by Nichols and Slattery was 
tha t as little as one molecule o~ uranium in ten million 
molecules o~ sodium f'luoride could be detected by the use 
ot: ultraviolet light. 
In 1927 Papish and Hoag(Z) suggested that a solid solu-
tion of' uranium in sodium ~luoride could be used as a means 
ot: detecting uranium, especia lly in small quantities. They 
used ultraviolet light o~ wavelengths .o~ 3300 and 3850 A. 
However , it was noted that columbium pentoxic1e also produced 
a flu orescence in sodium rluoride although the intensity was 
not as great as with uranium, and the color of ~luorescence 
was more blue than yellow. It was then noted tha t pota s-
sium fluoride could be used as a solvent for uranium but 
would not vmrk :ror columbium. The disadvantage in ·t h is 
case was that the intensity o~ ~luorescence vrith potassium 
fluoride was reduced in comparison vJith sodium fluoride. 
It vms a~so pointed out tha t compounds capable of forming 
com.p lex fluorides like titanium dioxide and silicon dioxide 
should be absent. 
(l} 
(2) 
Nichols, E . L. and Slattery, Jl.~ . K. Journal, Optical 
society of' America, 12, 449-66, 1926. 
Papish, J. and Hoag, L. E., Proc. Na tl. Acad., Sci. 13, 
726-8, 1927. 
Slattery< 3 ) has said that the uranyl radical has a defi-
nite part in the production o~ fluorescence when due to some 
fonn o~ urani1nn as an activator. There is recent evidence 
according to Dero.ent( 4 ), however, that the f'orm. of' the uranyl 
radical (as supposed by Slattery} is not the bivalent cation. 
Even so, the other possible f'orm is just another combination 
with oxygen so that it really makes little dif'f'erence in the 
present situation. It was shown that the uranium did not 
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produce a change in the crystal structure of the solvent by 
talcing x-ray dif'f'raction photographs of both the pure sol-
vent and activated solvent. The resulting photographs were 
identical in all ways. During the same investigation it was 
found that uranium in the presence of both lithium fluoride 
and sodium f'luoride would cause a shrinkage of the lattice.(B) 
The most complete exper~ental work on the bead test 
was given by M.A. Northup.< 6 ) Northup used sodium fluoride 
as a solvent and limited the work to a number of possible 
activators and their interference with uranium in solid 
solution. It is significant to note that in the work, 
Mr. Northup used only an unspecified long wavelength source 
of ultraviolet light, and in view of' the present work, many 
dif'f'erent results would have been obtained if' a shorter 





Slattery, M. K., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., 14, 1928, 777-82. 
Dement, Jack, Uranium and Atomic Po·wer, Chemical Publish-
ing p. 339. . 
Slattery, M. K., Journal, Optical Society of America 19, 
1929, 175-86. 
Northup, M. A. , Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 17, 
1945, 664-70. 
To obtain the roost accurate set or data on rluorescence, 
pure chemical compounds should be used. Since Northup was 
more interested in applied field work, his source of activa-
tors and compounds was mainly from minerals. His method was 
to first add a small amount of the mineral to a nonfluores-
cent sodium fluoride bead, f'use it in a burner, and test for 
fluorescence. Then this process was repeated using larger 
quantities of the mineral so as to observe the effect of 
concentration on any possible fluorescence. 
Next the same element was added to a fluorescent sodium 
fluoride bead to see if any quenching effect was produced. 
It seems doubtful that any definite conclusions could be 
drawn from such a process for a specific element because of 
the presence of so many other elements in the mineral. 
Naturally, though, the test would give quite specific infor-
mation for a particular mineral, which would have important 
applications. 
Of all the elements tested only columbium caused any 
fluorescence in a sodium fluoride bead under long wavelength 
ultraviolet light. If a shorter wavelength had been used, 
different results would have been obtained. Potassium 
fluorid~ was used to eliminate the fluorescence due to 
ool~l~ but as already noted, this also reduced the inten-
sity •ue to uranium. At high or moderate concentrations, 
tht~ p~•sents no problem at all, but with small concentra-
tions of uranium it is hard to distinguish between columbium 
tl~orescence and that due to uranium. 
4 
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The United States Atomic Energy Commission and the United 
States Geological Survey(?) have said that minerals containing 
columbium will fluoresce when treated with sodium t'luoride but 
not with lithium fluoride. 
A reduction of t'luorescenoe can be eliminated in many 
cases by adjusting the ratio of sodium fluoride to uranium in 
the presence of other elements. This is . especially true in 
the oases of silica and titanium dioxide. 
Another difficulty found in the bead test is that some 
co~pounds are likely to color the bead thus reducing the 
fluorescence by absorption. Such is the case of manganese 
which produces a pink color in the bead. This may partly be 
eliminated by excess heating in many cases. 
Northup found a most interesting situation with regard 
to sodium fluoride as a solvent at high temperatures. As 
one might suspect, there is a limit to the amount of uranium 
capable of being dissolved in a given amount of' sodium 
fluoride just as if there were a det'inite solubility product 
which cannot be exceeded. In the case in which we are deal-
ing, solubility should increase with an increase in tempera-
ture. 
If' at the temperature of a meeker burn.er, uranj_um is 
added continually in small quantities, a point will be 
reached where no more vdll dissolve. Any ura nium in excess 
of tha t concentration wi ll rema~1 in the orig ina l fonn and 
(7) United States Atomic Energy Commission and the United 
states Geological Survey, Prospecting For Uranium, 
Government Printing Office, 1949, page 22. 
usually settle at the bottom of' the beacl upon cooling. The 
portion of' the bead where the. undissolved uranium is :present 
vrill not fluoresce, but the rest of the bead will. 
6 
Now if' this same bead were heated to a much higher tem-
perature, one would observe that the black undissolved uranium 
apparently g oes into solution. Examination of' the resulting 
bead would show it to have an orange color and to have just a 
:faint fluorescence. Theref'ore at high temperatures a ch~cal 
reaction probably takes place ~trlth the production of sodium 
uranate rather than a solution of uranium in sodium :fluoride. 
INTENSITY EQ,UATIONS 
It is of'ten observed that the concentration of' uranium 
in any solvent compound greatly aff'ects the intensity of' 
fluorescence when the uranium is in solid solution. Actually 
the ratio of' uranium to solvent is very small in the ideal 
situation, sometimes on the order of .oool. 
Bruninghaus(8) has attempted to explain the existence of 
an optimum concentration in both a qualitative and quanti-
tative manner. He assumed that an increase of concentration 
of the active material (uranium in this case) would cause a 
corresponding increase in :fluorescence in proportion to the 
number of active molecules of' the active substance. The 
greater number of uranium molecules would not only increase 
the brightness but would also cause an increased absorption 
of' the fluorescent light. It was assumed that the uran.ium 
on the surface in large concentrations would lose its 
(8) L. Bruninghaus, Comptes Rendus de l'Acad. des Sciences, 
149, 1909. 
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ability to radiate but continue to absorb the emitted ?luores-
cent light f'rom the interior of' the nass. 
Making use of' these f'acts, Bruninghaus proposed the equa-
tion :r = ~ce:.- Be. without a mathematical derivation; I is the 
intensity of' light coming f'rom the bead, k is a proportionality 
constant, c is the concentration of' active material, and B is 
a constant characteristic of' the particular substance being 
used. According to J. De :Ment( 9 ) this equation has not 
received much experimental verif'ication, but it should be 
pointed out that not much experimental work has been done 
along this line. 
To compare Bruninghaus' equation with that of' Merrit's 
(to be given later) we should change the letters to read as 
:follows: I= kxe-A.~ 
The concentration x is equal to R where n is the number 
of' active molecules and N is the number of' solvent molecules. 
If' n is zero corresponding to no uranium molecules at all, 
then the intensity I is zero since the exponential reduces 
to one and the x term is zero making I zero. If' x is inf'inite 
corresponding to all uranium and no solvent molecules, the 
intensity is once again zero even though an indeterminate 
f'orm f'or I results when x =.co is substituted in the equa-
tion. This can be shovm as follows: 
-r _ J<..,n--9t.x _ KX 
""'"" - /"'"" - e~x-
I -::. K-eo ~ which is indeterminate. If' x : 00 then e #q;.o - .o0 
{9) Dement, Jack, Uranium and Atomic Power, Chemical 
Publishing, page 233, 1945. 
This can be evaluated by using !'Hospital's rule. 
~ kxe-P.tx = ~ ~(Kx) 
A:;~ 'oe' -x~~ ~ (e~;r;) 
J 
~ 
Theref'ore :x~ <)C;) 
One would have demanded these results in the first 
place. Certa inly if' there ·were no ura nium present as a 
solute there would be no fluorescence f'rom the inert solvent 
by itself'. On the other hand, if we had all uranium (which 
is assumed non-f'luorescent) and no solvent, there would be 
no f'luorescence; in fact, we would not even have a solid 
solution which was assumed to start with. 
To show tha t the Bruninghaus e·quation does have a maxi-
8 
mum f'or a particula r concentration, it is only nec ess a ry to 
take the f'i r st derivative of' I ~dth respect to x , set it 
equal to zero and solve f'Br the value of x g iving the maximum 
v a lue of the intensity. 
I = K ;c e.-Pt:x 
J,r _ 0 =_~I< foe-~?C .,_ ke-4~ 
~-
-~~+-1=-0 
-v - I 
""' - 1i 
The same r esult c an be obtaine d by t aki n g t he log arithm 
of' both sides and then make the lni a maximum since lni will 
be a max~ at the same time tha t I is. 
A~ter putting the value x • ~ back into the original 
equation, the maximum intensity becomes I~ .. = -A_ 
Brtminghaus' equation can be compared to the formula 
for the Maxwell distribution of velocities which is as 
~ollm•JS: 
Now if we call v2 some new variable, say x, then the 
Maxwell equation becomes the same form as the Bruninghaus 
equation with the Lf?r (,1J'lr )-\_corresponding to K and 
m ~ corresponding to k. There is no real physical relation 
between the two equations, but since we know tha t the maxi-
mum occurs for V = ~ the same relation should hold for 
the Bruninghaus equation g iving x = ~ • . In ~act, a plot of 
n vs. v2 for Maxwell's equation is the s ame as a plot of 
I vs. x \r.lth, of course, di~~erent constants, but the 
general form of the curves would be the same. 
Two possible reasons have been g iven by Perrin( lO) for 
the decrease in intensity at higher concentrations than that 
of the maximum. The first suggestion is tha t if any two 
active molecules are so close together that a photon splits 
its energy between them, the energy is divided so that each 
(10) Perrin, J., Ann. de Phys. 11, 1919. 
9 
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receives less energy than it would at lovrer concentrations and 
thererore produces a less intense fluorescence. 
The second suggestion is that when any two active mole-
cules are close together they are coupled in some manner so as 
to reduce each others ability to respond to incident radiation. 
This second suggestion of Perrin's was put into the form 
of an equation by Merritt( ll) vrhich turns out to be similar to 
the Bruninghaus equation. The asstunptions and derivation of 
Merritt will be given here, and an analytic interpretation 
and comparison vrlth experimental data will follow. 
Assume that if any t ... ~,o active molecules are separated 
by same distance less than r, their fluorescence is greatly 
reduced or completely destroyed. Let v equal the volume of 
a sphere with radius r. Then the probability that any par-
ticular molecule will lie in the volume v of another 
molecule's influence is f ·vrll.~re V is the total volume of 
the substance. The probability that the particular molecule 
V-v 
will not lie vlithin the same radius r (volume v) is -v-• 
Then the probability that all of the other molecules will be 
outside of the volume v is ~yV!~n where n is the total number 
of active molecules. Suppose we now let V be a unit volume 
and n be the tota.l number of active molecules per unit 
term ~yV!~n now becomes n volume. The ( 1-v) • 
Now the total number of active molecules "~Nhich are free 
to radiate are those outside the volume v. The total number 
outside l~--.: volume v· is the number time the probability of 
(11) Merritt, Ernest, J.o.s.A. and R.s.r., 12, 1926. 
being outside o~ volume V or in mathematical ~orm it is 
n(l-v)n. 
I~ the intensity o~ ~luorescence is proportional to 
the mun.ber o~ molecules free to radiate then 
or 
where 
I -= k11 (i- v) ~ 
I-=- K~ e- 4 '11 
--h = h (I--()} 
ll 
This expression ~or the intensity has the same form as 
the Bruninghaus equation and has been derived by omitting 
absorption. Four absorption coefficients are necessary be-
c ause the ultraviolet light is partly absorbed and the 
emitted fluorescence is partly absorbed by both the solvent 
and solute molecules. The absorption due to the active . 
molecules is assumed to be proportional to the concentra-
tion. F or the ultraviolet radiation the total absorption 
coefficient will be denoted by a+ bn, and P+ qn '~Hill be 
used for the fluorescent absorption coefficient. 
For a layer of' thiclrness dy at a depth y belov1 the 
surf'a ce there are n(l-v)ndv active molecules. If' a unit 
area is chosen this reduces to n( 1-v)ndy since dv = 41ft'~ 
and 47(rll- is the area o~ a spherical shell. The intensity 
of' the ultraviolet light reaching the shell is Io e- ca.:t--61'1)-d-
where Io is the intensity o~ the incident light be~ore 
abs orp tion. Now suppose tha t the 'intensity of' fluorescence 
is proportional to the intensity o~ the ultraviolet r adia -
tion , then the intensity emitted by the spherical shell is 
Aio-1'1(1-V)""e.-(a..t-!t n)7r ~ but only the ~raction 
e ""'( pt-~-n) ::7- reaches the surface because of' absorption 
again. A is merely a proportionality constant. 
Then the total intensity of fluorescent light will be 
the sum of all such terms from the center of the substance 
to the surface. This is done by assuming that the substance 
is thick enough to completely absorb the ultraviolet light 
giving 
I - J.A T. '1'1( 1-V )'''e.- (a:t--(r"' )~e.- Cptpt)?-.J.;;.--
,4- Io -11 (I -:-II)"' 1 e_- <a.+pJ-:J- e- "'(6-~ J"f-1;;-
A- I.-11 C1-vr" 1-e:- c1r-J....,J~  
<}==- ~~p.l -A:::: .t+6 
A-ID /]') ( J-v }~ r e -( ~t-~-11)~1 <:w:' -
- ( <}-r~-n) L' a -
Merritt puts this equation in the form 
where x is the concentration as before and c and K are con-. 
stants for the particular solvent being used and k equals lN. 
If x is zero corresponding to no uranium present then 
the intensity I is also zero as can be seen from the form 
of the equation. If x is infinite corresponding to all 
12 
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uranium and no solvent molecules then the value of the inten-
sity is indeterminate, but like the Bruninghaus equation, it 
can be shown equal to zero by using !'Hospital's rule. 
If x = ~ , then I= ~ e. -P<.~ which is C+oo 
indeterminate. 
K _ k 
~ (G+XJ .e~~+-e~x -IZ~";t:[~(c+~)+J] 
~ k: =0 
X _,.ao e~~ [~ (C+~)+-1] 
Therefore 
The concentration which will mruce the intensity a maxi-
mum can be found from the first deriva tive with respect to X. 
J. I _ _ ~ K --x e.,-~~ -r K e- -kJC c... 
~- G+~ (C+~)~ 
/<(e;-~X [-~~ "t C... ] 
c~~ . C+IP 
This can be checked by taking the logarithm of both 
sides before the derivative is taken. 
~I-= h K +Ax; -~ (ct--x) --A;x-
-&.ff£!1 = 0 = ...1.. - _j_ - -k X G-r;>c 
~x"'t- + ~c;x; - c:::::::.. o 
The above equation must be solved for x to find the 
maximum value for I. 
From the experimental data given by Nichols and 
Slattery(lZ) for uranium in sodium fluoride, k = 1.30 and 
c = 5xlo-6 ; then kc = 6.5xlo-6 • 
- ",.5 x ;o- ':t:. V (,,5x/~-h) ~W.6--sx;o-~) ~"'»\ = 
Since k 2c2 is small compared to 4kc it can be dropped 
as can the term -kc since it is also small compa red to 
\f4kc 
Knowing now that c is quite small we could go back to 
the original equation from the first derivative and omit 
the kcx term and obtain the same result. 
(12) Nichols, E. and Slattery, M., J.o.s.A. and R.S.I., 12, 
1926. 
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~'X~+hc~ -c -=o 
-x'L.- r~ - i = <J 
.., 1..- .cr- c.. 
,N - ~ 
~~= v~ 
The value :for Xm can now be put into Merritt's equation 




Since Vkc ~ .0025, Im is a little less numerically 
than the value of K. 
The results o:f Bruninghaus' and Merritt's equations are 
not of mere academic interest. In making a qualitative 
analysis test :for uranium, say with sodium :fluoride as a 
solvent, it is important to obtain the maxj~um intensity 
possible, especially i:f the quantity o:f uranium is small. 
Both equations show that a maximum exists and at the same 
order o:f concentration. For both equations the intensity 
changes faster towards lower concentrations :from the maxi-
mum intensity than it does in going tov~rds larger concen-
trations. This means that although one does not know exactly 
15 
the concentration to use for a given sample to :produce e. 
maximum, it is better to have a slight excess of uranium in 
the bead rather than a deficiency. 
DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
As indicated in the introduction, the experLmental sec-
tion deals with the use of many different solid chemicals 
used as solvents. Some of the chemicals were very hard to 
worl( ·with because either they wouldn't melt in the meeker 
burner or else they would f'all out of' the wire loop. In the 
latter case, the di~meter of the loop can be made smaller 
thus extending the scope of' possible solvents at the expense 
of a reduced bead. 
The two sources of ultraviolet light used were a 
Mineralight SL 2537 and a Mineralight SL 3660. The f'ormer 
emits mainly radiation at 2537 angstroms and the latter at 
3660 angstroms. Nichrome wire was used throughout the ex-
periments as a holder of the bead. 
The procedtiTe for makine a bead test is very simple. 
First one forms a small loop in the wire in the same shape 
as is used in making f'lrune tests for various other elements. 
The end of the vrire is bent into a loop about a fourth of 
an inch in diameter and cleaned as much as possible. Next, 
the loop is dipped into the solvent chemical and held over 
the burner. After the smooth bead is formed, it should be 
cooled and tested tor fluorescence vdth the ultraviolet 
light just to make sure that the compound is not con-
taminated. The bead is then remelted, and while in the 
16 
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molten state, touched to a small grain of' the substance to be 
tested. Then this bead should be melted again for about 
three minutes to dissolve the activator, cooled, and tested 
for fluorescence. 
It is very important to let the bead cool to approxi-
lnately room temperature before testing for possible fluores-
cence. In the present work, no exception vms found to the 
fact that fluorescence occurs only near room temperature. 
This varies someVThat with the solvent being used. For 
example it was f'ound that the fluorescence with lithium 
fluoride as the solvent appeared at a higher temperature 
than that using sodilli~ f'luoride. 
In the present work a solid chemical compound was 
poured on a spot plate and f'our beads were made from it. 
These four beads served as the solvents for uranilli~, 
cerium, colULlbium, and tungsten which were then tested 
in both long and short wavelength ultraviolet radiation. 
Then beads were made v1ith lithium fluoride and sodium 
fluoride as solvents and uranium as the activa tor. The 
solvent compm.md was then added to both beads to see if 
any interference of fluorescence was produced. 
The experimental data will be given on the follm'ring 
pages with a discussion of' s ome specific tests and an inter-
pretation following the data. "s" ru1d "1" will indicate 
fluorescence in short and l ong wavelength respectively, 
fl The letter "q" and "n" will indicate no uorescence. 
will mean a quenching effect and "x" will mean no effect 
on the fluorescence. Long v1aveleng th vlill always mean 3660A 
and short wavelength will mean 2537A. 
18 
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SOLVENT C OMPOffiiD.'3 AND ACTIVATORS 
U308 Cb205 :C(I( IIS04} 4 j W03 
NaF s-1 s s-1 s 
LiF s-1 n s-1 s 
NazB407 s s s 
NaCN n n n 
K3C6H507 n n n 
NazCrz07 n n n 
NaCzH302 n s-1 s-1 n 
NaAsOz n n s-1 n 
Nazi-IAs04 n n s -1 n 
NaBr n n s-1 n 
Ba(N03 } 2 n n n n 
NaC103 n n n n 
NazC03 n n n n 
NaCl s-1 s-1 s-1 s-1 
Nai n n n n 
Mg (N03)2 s-1 n n n 
NaN03 n n n n 
Nazcz04 n n s-1 n 
PtCl 4 n n n n 
SnCl4 n n n n 
20 
:MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVATORS 
l NaF LiF 
RbAl(S04)2 n n 
NazS04 s s 
P tCl4 s n 
SnCl4 n 
TiOz s-1 n 
Zr(N03)4 s-1 s 




Uj?NaF U-1;-LiF · 
KMn04 X 
Ce(HS04}4 q q 
Th(N03)4 q 





NaKC4lf40e q q 
KSCN q q 
Na2S04 q X 
M003 X X 
NaC2H302 X X 
NaAS02 X X 
Na2HAs04 X X 
SbC13 X X 
NH4Cl X X 
Al{NO~?} 3 X X 
NaBr X X 
Bi{N03 }3 X q 
22 
U!;NaF UtLiF 
Ba{N03)2 X X 
NaCl03 X X 
Cr(N03 )3 <l <l 
Cu{N03)2 X X 
Na2C03 X X 
Co(N03 )2 X X 
Na2Cr04 q q 
Cd(N03 )z <l q 
Fe(N03)3 X X 
NaCl X X 
Nai X X 
Pb(N03)2 q q 
Mg(N03)2 X X 
NazCz04 X X 
Na:3P04 X X 
PtCl4 X X 
SnC14 q_ q 
Ti02 q q 
Zr(N03)4 q <l 
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DISCUSSION OF DATA 
From the set of experimental data it will be noticed 
that in most all cases, the :f'luorescence was produced by sol-
vents with a low molecular weight. It was also visually ob-
served that the intensity of' :f'luorescence decreased with 
increasing molecular weight. 
For exmaple using uranium as the activator, an intense 
fluorescence was produced using both lithium and sodium 
:f'luoride. By visual observation, the :f'luorescence using 
sodium chloride was much dL"111!ler and, no :f'luorescence was 
produced at all using sodium bromide and sodium iodide. 
The intensities produced with lithimn and sodium could not 
be compared very well since the :f'ormer has a bright green 
color and the latter has a bright yellow color. 
All :f'our activators, uranium, columbium, cerium, and 
tungste~produced :f'luorescence with sodium fluoride, sodium 
borate, and sodium chloride. All but columbium activated 
lithium :f'luoride. 
The results show important information about distin-
guishing between uranium and columbitun using the bead test. 
As stated before, Northup could not find any v1ay of com-
pletely pointing out fluorescence due to uraniura rather 
that columbium a t low concentr a tions. The present work 
shmvs besides the lithium fluoride test, that magnesium 
' 
nitra te will produce a light green fluorescence in short 
wavelength ( 253'7A) with uranium but no :f'luorescence ·with 
columbium. On the other hand, sodium acetate produces a 
li:Sht blue f'luorescence i n s hor t vvavelength with columb i um 
but n one at a ll with uranium. It should be pointed out 
tha t cerium a ls o produces a lig ht blue :fluorescence vdth 
sodium acetate, but the intensity is greater in long 
v~velength (3660A). 
" Cerium is rather strange in that it produced a :fluores-
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cence wi th such compounds as sodhuu arsenite, sodium bromide, 
and sodium oxalate. With sodium :fluoride, cerium yielded a 
light blue fluorescence in short wavelength and a light 
lavende r where the cer ium seemed to :form a precip itate. 
The lavender fluorescence was much brighter in long wave-
length which is quite a di:f:ferent result :from the other 
activators. It Vias also noticed that the cerium beads had 
to be cooled absolutely to room temperature before any 
:t'luorescence was produced. Cerium in lithium fluoride pro-
duced exactly the same results as giv~n above :for sodium 
:fluoride. 
Uranium in the form of' sodium uranate gave a yellow 
f' luor&scence in both wavelengths although it was brighter 
in short vmvelength. The sodium uranate didn't seem to 
dissolve in sodium :t'luoride but formed a black precipitate 
in the bottom of' the bead. When an excess of' sodium 
uranate was added a larger precipitate f'ormed which would 
not fluoresce. The remaining part of' the bead still had a 
yellow color in short wavelength. 
An interesting situation was produced with a combina-
tion of lithium and sodium fluoride as a solvent :for uranium. 
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First uranium was added to lithium fluoride yielding a bright 
green bead in short wavelength . Then small amounts of sodium 
fluoride ·were added and observed under both lamps while cool-
ing. Vfuile the compound bead v,ras cooling under short v.;ave-
length, the green always appeared :first and gradua lly turned 
to a green-yellow. This happened even vvhen the concentration 
of sodium fluoride was hig h compared to lithium fluoride. In 
long v1avelength the green never appeared while the bead was 
cooling ; only when the bead was yellow would it show in long 
wavelength. Also the green-yellow bead in short ·wavelength 
appeared more yellow in long vmvelength. 
Tungsten gave a light purple fluorescence with lithium 
fluoride, a light blue-white color sodium fluoride, and a 
dull vrhi te fluore scence VTi th sodium chloride in short v,rave-
length. l'fo fluorescence was producecl a t all in long wave-
leng th. The United S t a tes Atrnnic Energy Cmamission and the 
United States Geological Surve~,r had reported no fluorescence 
of tung s ten with sodiuru fluoride, but it is quite possible 
tha t only a long vJavelength ultraviolet l runp wa s used 'lihich 
woulc1 a ccount for the negative results. 
Uraniulll, c olumbium, and tungs ten g ave a v e r y simila r 
faint green fluoresc ence in short vmve l ength ·with s oc1ium 
bora te . The bora te b e2.d its elf is dark green in the 
visible and is not very convenient to u se s inc e it keeps 
dropping out of the wire loop. 
s odium sulfa te wit h s odium and lithium fluoride pro-
duced a light blue color in short wavelength and a dim 
darker blue in long wavelength. Then it was found that 
soditun sulfate, after being hea ted, produced a rluorescence 
by its elf and when uranium was added, the color changed rrom 
a light blue to a blue-green in short wavelength. When 
sodium sulfate was added to a uranium.-lithium fluoride bead 
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it actually seemed to increase the brightness in short vmve-
length and merely changed the color from green to blue-green 
in long wavelength. With a uranium-sodium fluoride bead the 
sodium sulfate seemed to ~uench the yellow in both wavelength. 
The intensity of fluorescence from sodium chloride vms 
not intense in any case. Both uranium and cerium gave a 
light pink color while colmnbium and tungsten produced a dull 
white color. 
Titanium oxide with sodium fluoride yielded a light 
blue rluorescence in short wavelength and a dim blue 
fluorescence in long wavelength. Titanium with lithium 
fluoride produced no fluorescence at all. It was observed 
that the titanium dissolved very well in sodium fluoride but 
not at all in lithium fluoride. 
Zirconium nitrate gave a light pink color in both wave-
lengths with sodium fluoride and a very dim dark blue 
fluorescence vlith lithium fluoride in short ·wavelength. 
In most cases there is very little to describe about 
the interference tests since an element either interferes 
with fluorescence or it does not. Usually an element 
quenches the fluorescence either by chemically reacting 
vlith the solvent or activator and forming a non-fluorescent 
bead or by not dissolving in the solvent. 
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eerie sulfate, thorium nitrate, and sodium uranate pro-
duced quenching ef'fects vvith both lithium and sodium. :f'luoride 
because none of' the above compounds would dissolve in either 
of' the solvents. Sodium cyanide produced a dark bro·wn bead 
in the visible and greatly reduced the intensity of fluores-
cence in both wavelengths. Some compounds such as cobalt 
nitrate f'ormed a precipitate in the bead but had very little 
ef'f'ect on the intensity. Stannic chloride not only reduced 
the intensity but also changed the yellow color with sodium 
f'luoride to a yellow-white bead. Titanium dioxide and 
zirconitun nitrate interfered merely by reducing the 
fluorescent intensity in both vva.velengths. 
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CONCIUSIONS 
Both the Bruninghaus and Merritt equations expressing 
the intensity of fluorescence as a function of concentration 
show that a maximwn exists although the equation proposed by 
Merritt is more general since it takes into account absorp-
tion. The intensity goes to zero in the limit of zero and 
infinite concentration as one would demand. By substituting 
the values of' k and c f'rom Nichols and Slattery's work into 
the expression f'or the maximum concentration, it vms shmvn 
that the concentration checks that f'rom experiment as given 
by Nichols and Slattery. Both equations show that the 
f'tmctions decrease f'aster on the lower concentration side 
of the maximum; theref'ore, it must be concluded that a 
higher concentration of' activating material is more desir-
able than a lo"\ver concentration. 
The experimental results show that a low molecular 
weight f'avors the fluorescence in solid solution. Of' the 
solvents tried, sodium and lithium f'luoride still remain 
the best possible compounds. It was f'ound that uranil.ll!l can 
be distinguished from columbium by the use of magnesium 
nitra te and sodium acetate as solvents. Cerium produced 
some different results from the other activators, and it 
is possible that fluorescence due to cerium is due to some 
cau se other than the role of an activator. Tungsten failed 
to activate n~y of the solvents. 
The interference tests showed that most elements that 
do interfere do so only because of a chemical rea ction with 
an element alread:l present in the bead or they f'ail to dis-
solve in the solvent and sink to the bottom in the forn. of' a 
precipitate. 
It seems quite possible that some day a nev1 branch o:f 
q_ualitaJcive analysis might be set up :for all o:f the elements 





A short history of the bead test h a s been given pointing 
out the work done by Nichols and Slattery, Papish and Hoag, 
Perrin and a f:e·w others vv-ho contributed either directly or 
indire ctly to the litera ture of the present work. 
More attention vms g iven to the results of: Northup in 
the review of: the litera ture since he was concerned more than 
anyone else about using the activating :properties of uranium 
as a method of: qualitative analysis. 
The equations of: Bruninghaus and Merritt were shown to 
possess properties which would have been demanded without 
knowing the exact form o:f the equations. The Merritt equa-
tion v1as shown to agree with the experimental data of Nichols 
and Slattery using uraniun with sodium :fluoride. Conclusions 
vrere then made concerning the ef:fects o:f high and lm.v concen-
trations in the bead test. 
It was shovm that the most intense fluorescence and the 
ability to fluoresce increases with lower molecular ~eights, 
and that o:f all o:r the solvents tried, sodium and lithium 
fluoride remain the best compounds. Suggestions vvere made on 
the problem of distine;uishing ur<.mium. from colunbium. Cerium 
and tungsten VJere dealt v'lith in the description :follo'liling the 
experimental data. Interference tests were tried vr.i.th many 
elements and t he results show that most interfering elements 
only slig htly quench the fluorescence. 
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